WATER CONTROLS FOR HEALTHCARE FACILITIES AND RETIREMENT HOMES

SECURITHERM SECURITOUCH SHOWER
WITH NO CROSS FLOW

H9769: Dual control thermostatic shower mixer, with no non-return valves

Anti-scalding safety

BIOSA

FE
Ref. H9769

Hygiene and infection control

Water savings

A UNIQUE DESIGN THAT
GUARANTEES USER SAFETY
AND HYGIENE
IN THE HEALTHCARE SECTOR
The new SECURITHERM thermostatic shower
mixer H9769 responds perfectly to the needs
of healthcare facilities users in terms of
anti-safety, hygiene and comfort while
optimising the water bill. The mixer’s unique
design makes any cross flow between the
hot and cold water impossible, considerably
reducing the risk of bacterial proliferation.
SECURITHERM: Total anti-scalding safety
As with all DELABIE’s SECURITHERM thermostatic
mixers, this new shower mixer guarantees total antiscalding safety. The thermostatic cartridge ensures
stable temperatures regardless of pressure and flow
rate variations in the system.
This mixer is fitted with a double temperature
limiter, with the first limiter set at 38°C which can be
overridden, and a second set at 41°C. There is no risk
of scalding to the user.
The thermostatic technology ensures automatic
safety. If the cold water supply fails, the hot water
shuts off instantly and completely. Likewise, if the hot
water supply fails, the cold water shuts off instantly
and completely avoiding the risk of cold showers
which may cause the patient to lose their balance or fall.
The H9769 mixer also benefits from Securitouch
technology, which removes any risk of burns from
touching the mixer.
Thermal shocks, at the temperature of the hot water in
the system, are also possible with this mixer, without
having to remove the control knob or shut off the cold
water supply.
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BIOSAFE: Infection control
Cross flow between the cold and hot water
is impossible
The new shower mixer H9769 has been specifically
designed to reduce the risk of bacterial development.
Thanks to its design, cross flow between the hot
and cold water is totally impossible.
Indeed, DELABIE has developed a unique, patented
technology where the cold water and the hot water
shut off directly at the inlets, rendering the non-return
valves completely unnecessary.
No special maintenance is needed and the risk of
interconnection is removed. This meets the requirements
of the new French standard NF M (Medical).
This mixer was also designed to limit the volume of
standing water in the body to a strict minimum, and
therefore reduce the risk of bacterial development.
Water and energy savings
Thanks to a flow rate regulated at 9 litres per minute
the H9769 mixer can achieve approximately 50% water
savings compared to other mixers, while preserving
user comfort. The water savings generated allow
energy savings, and less equipment is required.
Moreover, lower water volumes in the installation
mean a lower risk of bacterial proliferation.
The SECURITHERM Securitouch thermostatic shower
mixer H9769 is also available as a shower kit for exposed
wall-mounting.
A small chrome-plated shelf which can be fitted
directly onto the mixer is now available as an option.
It provides somewhere for users to put their toiletries,
such as shampoo and shower gel.

PRODUCT BRIEF / SECURITHERM SECURITOUCH SHOWER

H9769: Dual control thermostatic shower mixer, with no non-return valves
The new SECURITHERM Securitouch shower mixer H9769 has been specifically designed to meet the needs of healthcare facilities users and
retirement homes residents. Thanks to its unique design, lack of non-return valves, very low water volume in the body, etc., this mixer considerably
reduces the risk of bacterial proliferation. It also ensures total anti-scalding safety for the user: guaranteed temperature stability thanks to
thermostatic technology, maximum temperature limiter, hot water shuts off instantly if the cold water supply fails, mixer body with thermal insulation, etc.
With a flow rate of 9 litres per minute, the H9769 mixer achieves more than 50% water savings compared to other mixers, while preserving user
comfort. 10-year warranty.
Images available on our website delabie.com, in the PRESS section

Thermal shock safety
Ref. DELABIE: Control knob_H9769

H9769 cut-away: low water volume,
thermal insulation and no non-return
valves
Ref. DELABIE: Coupe3D_H9769

Complete shower kit
with riser rail
Ref. DELABIE: H9769KIT

Shower kit
with auto-draining device
Ref. DELABIE: H9769HYG

Shower installation example with mixer H9769
Ref. DELABIE: DOUCHE HÉBERGEMENT H9769

DELABIE, manufacturer’s expertise
DELABIE, a 100% family-owned French company, founded in 1928, is the European market leader in water controls and sanitary equipment for public and commercial places.
The company offers five product ranges specifically for this market: Commercial water controls, Hospital water controls, Accessibility and Hygienic accessories, Stainless steel
sanitary ware and Specialist water controls.
Over 3,000 DELABIE manufactured items, including international references, are exported from its factory in France to more than 90 countries.
The company has 8 subsidiaries worldwide: Germany, Benelux, United Kingdom, Spain, Portugal, Poland, United Arab Emirates (Dubai) and China (Hong-Kong).
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